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Abstract

Environmental improvement in the building sector will be crucial for the societies ecological sustainability development. Life-cycle
assessment (LCA) is one of the well-known tools used ad hoc for ecological sustainable development. In the implementation of a generic
LCA methodology applicable on constructions, the most complex abstraction level for the functional output will focus on the building
operation usefulness, which regards services rather than construction properties. Furthermore, constructions or parts of it can be regarded
as a streamlined application of an LCA methodology operating on the more complex service building level. A number of signi2cant
characteristics valid for a generic LCA methodology for buildings have been put forward and then checked in accordance with “today’s
practice”, represented by 2ve di6erent LCA concepts utilised for buildings. On this basis, current practice but also development needs
have been identi2ed on the following themes; service coverage, life-cycle de2nition, time dependence (coverage), life-cycle inventory
and life-cycle impact assessment.
? 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction—the building sector and LCA

The building material industry, energy and water use
of the households and the more-or-less permanent occu-
pation of land are building, construction and operation
services-related factors that constitute a dominant part of the
total environmental impact caused by society. The building
sector, including housing, constitutes 30–40% of the soci-
ety’s total energy demand [1] and approximately 44% of
the total material use [2]. Consequently, the building sector
has to be prioritised to be able to reach a sustainable society
within a reasonable period of time. This is essential, espe-
cially when the long service life of constructions and the
pace of research and development within the building sector
is considered which make it time consuming to imple-
ment the necessary changes to improve the environmental
performance of the building sector.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is applicable on all system

levels in the building sector. Two major approaches of LCA
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for construction applications can be lined out, a bottom up
approach focusing on building material selection, etc. and
a top down approach that consider the entire building as
a starting point for further improvements. In the 2rst case,
if the operation phase shall be included, the environmen-
tal impact from the operation phase has to be estimated
in relation to a generic context and then distributed down
to the building material or the building component level
[3]. Examples of applications of LCA in the building
sector are single material producers working with en-
vironmentally sound product development [4], environ-
mental declarations based on LCA, e.g. EPD [5] and
ISO 14025 [6], and implemented in di6erent environ-
mental reporting and management systems, e.g. EMAS
[7] and ISO 14000 [8]. LCA can also be implemented
to cover an evaluation of an entire sector and has been
utilised by the Swedish building sector [2,9] to de-
scribe the impacts and possible improvements in rela-
tion the Swedish environmental quality goals [10,11]
(Fig. 1).
The use of LCA, in the way described above, iden-

ti2es a need to describe di6erent aspects of concern
to be able to execute accurate assessments of the
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Fig. 1. Swedish yearly integrated environmental impact (1998 and 1999), divided into a number of building and constructions types. The pie illustrates
the share from constructions versus buildings related activities, including raw material production, maintenance, transportation, etc. The dotted staples
indicate precarious background information from many small privet property owners [11].

environmental impacts associated with the physical
building, its utilisation and aspects related to adjacent
external systems. LCA has, in this matter, been iden-
ti2ed as a strong tool that has the opportunity to be a
scienti2cally established method for generation of the
necessary decision support. This kind of decision sup-
port is needed to be able to reach the goal of a sus-
tainable society, which a resource eIcient building
sector with a improved environmental performance is a
part of.

2. Scope

The scope of this article is, primarily, to describe spe-
ci2c and signi2cant methodology problems with, and the
development needs related to, a generally applicable LCA
methodology for buildings and constructions. This gener-
ally applicable methodology for buildings and constructions
should include both the physical constructions and the use
of it, i.e. operation services. The scope is to elaborate di6er-
ent abstraction levels applicable on buildings and construc-
tions, in order to de2ne the highest level of complexity valid
for a generic LCA methodology. In other words, assessment
of more well-de2ned products like a physical construction
or parts of it can be regarded as a streamlined application
of an LCA methodology applicable on the superior service
level. As recognised by the SETAC working group “LCA
in Building and Construction” [12] a congruent line of ar-
gument can be presented to motivate why buildings should
be preferred as staring point rather than constructions for
which the utilisation often can be easier to de2ne. This fact
is also utilised in this paper, why the denotation building

below also can be valid for constructions. Similar problems
that can be identi2ed for buildings can also be recognised
for other products that constitute long-lived systems. The
article will answer the following questions:

• What methodological application speci2c characteristics
can be identi2ed as important in order to establish a gen-
eral and Kexible LCA methodology applicable on build-
ings?

• What is the practice of today concerning LCA methodo-
logy for buildings in relation to the characteristics de2ned
above?

• In order to improve current LCA practice; what devel-
opment areas can be suggested based on the practice of
today?

The problems speci2c to buildings and constructions are
basically originating in the following characteristics:

• The functional output has to be regarded as a service
rather than a product.

• The system behind the services (as well as the environ-
ment context associated with it) is dynamic.

• The provided service has a de2ned service life, while
utilised building facilities, building products, etc. have
their own life cycles and service lives.

• Actions taken in the building sector also a6ect other sec-
tors, not only on the margin, which makes margin markets
an area of special interest.

• In the ordinary design process, di6erent aspects are put
forward as performance requirements. This application of
LCA emphasises the need to improve the utilisation in
practice to be able to assess functions.
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A number of LCA tools with a clearly described methodo-
logy and that currently are in use, have been identi2ed in or-
der to evaluate the practice of today regarding generic LCA
methodology for buildings. For this purpose, a second valid
selection criterion is that they should be known from scien-
ti2c journals or international conferences. This fact implies
that we have not included methods that are still under de-
velopment, methods that are not published in the way de-
scribed above or LCA methodologies utilised in di6erent
case studies. Furthermore, the tools are chosen based on an
aspiration towards including global trends regarding feasi-
ble LCA methodology approaches for the building sector.
These selection criterions resulted in the following tools and
or methodologies to describe the current practice:

• ATHENASustainableMaterials Institute, “ATHENATM”,
• BRE, “Envest”,
• IVAM, “Eco-Quantum 3”,
• SBI, “BEAT 2000”,
• US EPA, “BEES”.

It should be noticed that there are other compilations of
LCA-based tools for building and construction published
that include several other tools, which has been found to be
outside the scope of this article due to di6erent restrictions
in their usability and scope or based on the absence of ade-
quate documentation. Examples of extensive inventories of
several di6erent types of environmental tools with, in most
cases, some relation to LCA methodology and utilised for
the building sector can be found in [13,14].
Theses 2ve tools are designed for use at di6erent build-

ing levels. It is not a homogeneous group while they
di6er in scope, approach and practicability for whole build-
ing assessments, if they are at all useful for whole building
assessment and assessment on the level above the build-
ing level, i.e. provided service. The di6erence in approach
between the tools/methodologies listed above is that the
majority of the tools are developed based on a bottom up
approach, i.e. a combination of building materials and com-
ponents sums up to a building. This even though they are
designed to consider the whole building including energy
demand, etc. The only tool that is based on a top down
approach is the Envest tool, which is a tool explicitly de-
veloped for use in the design phase of a building project.
The starting point of the assessment in Envest is to choose
the shape of the building and then gradually work your way
down through the construction to the choice of materials in
the frame and in2ll walls etc. The BEES tool di6ers in use-
fulness for whole building assessments, while it is designed
for decision support in material choice situations. This dis-
tinction between the tools studied in this article is supported
by e.g. the classi2cation of tools made by the ATHENATM

Sustainable Materials Institute [15], i.e. that ATHENATM,
Eco-Quantum and Envest are level 2 tool (whole building
decision support tools) while BEES is a level 1 tool (Prod-
uct comparison tools). BEAT 2000 is not mentioned in

the by ATHENA introduced assessment tool classi2cation
system, but the characteristics and intended use of BEAT
2000 is similar to ATHENATM, Eco-Quantum and Envest.
The LCA methodologies used in the tools are described

separately in available LCA-methodology reports for four
of the tools; ATHENATM—“Research Guidelines” [16],
Envest—“BRE methodology for environmental pro2les
of construction materials, components and buildings”
[17–19], BEAT 2000—“MiljHdatablade for bygningsdele”
[20], BEES—“BEES 2.0 Building for Environmental and
Economic Sustainability—Technical Manual and User
Guide” [21], while there is no methodology report available
for the 2fth tool, Eco-Quantum.
The use of the LCA methodology to design comparative

scoring system for the building sector is not in the scope
of this paper for the following reason. In an evaluation of
a building the building will have to compete with itself, i.e.
each building is restricted to a location and to object related
conditions that put restrictions on possible designs, construc-
tions and material choices. The goal is, thus, to make the best
choices, in each case, based on the context that the building
will be situated in. The use of a scoring system to bench-
mark di6erent buildings, or the use of buildings, based on
prede2ned and generic environmental performance require-
ments is not regarded as adequate, since the building and
operation context then must be made independent of the ac-
tual context, which theoretically is impossible. For example,
the environmental performance of a building is not only de-
pendent on the geographical location based on energy use
considerations, but also due to requirements on the design
of the foundation and logistic context. This imposes that it
is necessary to have Kexible methodology approaches when
the environmental performance of constructions and opera-
tions are to be assessed. The use of the LCA methodology
to design comparative scoring system for the building sec-
tor is not in the scope of this paper and will, therefore, not
be discussed further.

3. Considerations valid for a �exible LCA methodology

3.1. A construction including a sequential life time and
integrated service system

LCA for buildings is often performed as a linear life cy-
cle including life-cycle phases such as construction, opera-
tion (including maintenance), ending with a demolition and
waste treatment phase. This kind of linear thinking is not
valid for most buildings in reality and will not be applicable
for rebuilding in particular, since this life-cycle phase, i.e. re-
building, then automatically will not be included. Therefore,
in this paper sequential life-cycle thinking is introduced.
The sequential life-cycle of a physical construction can be
divided in di6erent activities such as construction, main-
tenance, rebuilding, extension, operation and “end-of-life
scenarios” e.g. including demolition and material recycling,
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Fig. 2. The studied primary system with the functional output de2ned
as services—rather than products. Two life-cycles approach are valid for
the physical building and related operation namely the over all service
lifetime and the life-cycle for utilised activities indicated as “raw material
life-cycle” in the 2gure.

while operation can more or less be compared to a con-
tinuous process. The basis behind the sequential life-cycle
approach is that the di6erent life-cycle phases should be
treated separately in the life-cycle inventory analyses. De-
pending on the actual boundary conditions it is then possible
to add up the suIcient life-cycle phases corresponding to
the goal and scope de2nition. However, for benchmarking
it could always be argued that a normative linear life-cycle
always should be presented to illustrate what happens if a
linear life-cycle should be valid. The sequential life-cycle
modelling and boundary setting allow the practitioner to add
the life-cycle phases that are found convenient and necessary
in respect to the goal and scope de2nition in the particular
case study. Consequently concerning rebuilding, etc., the ex-
isting construction parts such as the bearing building frame
optionally can be regards as a sunk cost, which is found
adequate for e.g. rebuilding [22].
To make a Kexible modelling structure available for con-

struction services a primary system is introduced, consti-
tuted by two subsystems equal to the physical construction
and with the construction related housing or in more gen-
erally terms operation, see Fig. 2. This is essential for two
reasons:

• Performance requirements and building services can often
be grouped in these two major issues. In an LCA it should
be possible to consider the construction (consisting of
building elements), building products and 2nally building
and auxiliary materials (solvents, etc.) separately.

• The main part of the environmental impacts associated
with the physical construction is often known while
the characteristics of future operation usually are deter-
mined by assumptions. Normative scenarios can always
be established for future events, at least for compara-

tive assertions, while “known” potential impacts are not
negotiable.

The primary system is de2ned by the services that are in-
cluded and considered in each LCA case study and accord-
ing to LCA terminology services will be included in the
functional unit [23]. The analysed systems for both the phys-
ical construction and operation include related up and down
stream activities. Examples of related up and down stream
activities in the case of operation systems are heating, venti-
lation and water supply. When houses, oIces, service build-
ings, etc. are considered, it will be hard to make a sharp
distinction between which environmental impacts that origi-
nate in the characteristics of the analysed building and which
originate in the behaviour of the users of the building. This
kind of aspects is not needed to take into account if the func-
tional unit is based on the building service level rather than
the physical building itself. The operation included here is
“building related operation”, which means that the environ-
mental performance of an activity must be inKuenced by the
utilisation of the building or dependent on the design of the
building. A consequence of this de2nition of operation is
that e.g. the transportation of tenants to and from a building
and other facilities are not included in the operation service,
since it is not related to the utilisation of the building as
such or e6ected by the design of the construction. In other
concepts, as in the REGENER project, the transportation of
tenants are assumed to be a part of a building service and
will then give a signi2cant contribution to the overall impact
[24–26]. However, this kind of environmental assessment is
preferably considered in urban planning.

3.2. The starting point for evaluation

A building is usually produced with a de2ned 2nal util-
isation in mind. Since both the building and its utilisation
will change over the time, the integrated products must be
regarded as a dynamic systemwith potentially di6erent func-
tional outputs over time. The physical structure of a build-
ing, however, can often be regarded as a simple product in
relation to the service that the building satis2es in the soci-
ety. The problem is to de2ne a functional unit that covers
the building as a dynamic system, including all services that
the building provides. For example, the service that a con-
struction provides is the function of housing, for which it
will always exist a demand. An LCA in this context should
cover the performance functional demand for housing that
the building shall ful2l, rather than the physical building in
itself as a separate entity. This alternative viewpoint makes
it logic to distinguish between two approaches to apply LCA
for buildings and operation, described below and in Fig. 3:

• Alternative product evaluation (APE). This approach
corresponds to the original application of LCA described
in ISO 14040 [23], which means that the quanti2ed func-
tional outputs of a product system (or service) is described
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Environmental profile
(varies)

Environmental impact (varies)

Functional outputs 
(fix/starting point)

Environmental profile
(fix/starting point)

Environmental impact (varies)

Functional outputs (varies)
=

=

Alternative Product Evaluation:

Environmental Function Demand:

Fig. 3. Two di6erent approaches utilised to apply LCA for buildings and
constructions.

by a functional unit that works as a 2x reference unit.
Di6erent products that satisfy the de2ned functional unit
are then evaluated regarding their environmental perfor-
mance.

• Environmental functional demand (EFD). This approach
is based on a quota decided in advance that is equal to a
acceptable environmental impact divided by the function
output. A number of such, in advance decided, quotas are
then set up as goals and as such constitute the starting
point for the assessment procedure. Di6erent technical
solutions that satisfy the quota are then identi2ed, refereed
to as inventory pro2le or environmental pro2le (if the
characterised 2gures are utilised).

The intended application and bene2t of the two ap-
proaches is illustrated by the following statements repre-
senting the questions that the two approaches can satisfy:

• EPE—What is the environmental impact associated with
the activity of driving di6erent vehicles 1 km carrying
1 tonne of gods?

• EFD—What vehicles can be utilised for carrying 1 tonne
of gods 1 km if the acceptable environmental conse-
quence is restricted to a certain environmental impact?

The EFD approach is developed in an ongoing project
“Environmental functional demands for ecological sustain-
able buildings and housing” [11], as an alternative solution
to be able to implement LCA in the building sector. The
bene2t with EFD approach is that it can be used parallel
with other functional demands for other design aspects al-
ready applied in the design process such as 2re safety and
indoor air quality. The concept results in a smaller need
for a weighting method in that respect that all functional
demands shall be reached and di6erent EFDs do not need
to be compared. Furthermore, EFD concerning the same
building service can in its most simpli2ed form be given
as a one-dimensional criteria or indicator, but the system is
designed with the possibility to expand this criteria by in-
troducing an environmental pro2le (i.e. a characterised in-
ventory pro2le). This characteristic of the EFD system can

be illustrated with an example for energy conservation for
domestic dwellings built between 1961 and 1970. An EFD
of 38 kWh=m2 in energy demand for heating corresponds
to a sustainable building requirement in Sweden [22] and
an alternative to this one-dimensional parameter is the use
of an environmental pro2le per square meter living area as
an EFD. Hence, the building service is anticipated to sat-
isfy this multi-parameter goal, rather than a simple physical
indicator, this could promote technical developments and
will reduce the risk for sub-optimisations. Furthermore, the
EFD approach has the advantage that environmental prob-
lems can be addressed by de2ning an EFD for each service,
which makes it possible to establish a common “language”
between di6erent actors in the building sector that apply
normative decision support systems.
The APE approach for de2nition of a functional unit for

buildings is congruent with the view on functional unit for
buildings presented in the SETAC Report “LCA in building
and construction” [12]. This way of introducing LCA for
buildings and constructions imply that the functional out-
puts are given as a 2xed values and that they are the starting
point of a comparison, see Fig. 3. In the SETAC report there
are a series of examples of “building performance charac-
teristics” presented that correspond to “system deliverables”
in Fig. 3. These building performance characteristics should
be used to be able to assess the true functional equivalence
of buildings and constructions over the expected service life
of a building or a construction and the choice of charac-
teristics are dependent on the goal of the study. Examples
of proposed characteristics, in this paper called services,
are conformity, location, indoor conditions, service life and
deterioration risks, adaptability, safety and comfort.

3.3. Interconnections and its prospective e6ects

The building sector cannot be regarded as an autonomous
subsystem without interconnections to the rest of society.
The building sector is essential as a foundation of society
and interconnects with almost all other sectors and functions
of society. This implies that assessments of buildings and
other constructions or building sector related activities could
not always be treated as a marginal change problem without
consequences on the demand for new technologies in adja-
cent sectors such as the energy sector. Thus, e.g. the energy
sector has to be included in a study due to the fact that it is
a6ected by changes in the building sector. The energy sector
is de2ned as a foreground process [27,28]. LCA, however,
can handle both retrospective assessments, e.g. assessments
of existing constructions, and prospective assessments, e.g.
assessments of alternative constructions in the design phase
including systems a6ected by the design such as the energy
sector [29]. In a generic LCA methodology for buildings,
system expansion must be regarded as an optional choice to
study marginal e6ects on externalities e.g. increased elec-
tricity supply. A comparison between a retrospective and a
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Fig. 4. The conceptual approach utilised to describe the construction and operation function, divided in a primary system and an optional system expansion.

prospective assessment gives that a prospective assessment,
including marginal technologies, gives additional informa-
tion in order to put attention on and minimise the poten-
tial risk for sub optimisation in the studied primary system.
Therefore, when analysing buildings, it has been found con-
venient to de2ne a primary system that covers the subsys-
tem equal to the physical construction and the utilisation of
the construction and facilities related to it, referred to as the
subsystem operation in Fig. 4.
The services all together will then in each case study

correspond to the system boundaries valid for the primary
system, which corresponds to “foreground system”, or
“foreground process” as mentioned above [27,28,30], in
that sense that the inKuence of design, tenant behaviour and
externalities is very central for the over all studied construc-
tion and operation function. Therefore, as an optional choice
for a service related to the primary system, it is always
possible to work with the concept of prospective assess-
ment in order to evaluate external consequences caused by
a changed behaviour in the building sector regarding other
systems such as energy supply or wastewater handling.
Prospective assessment, in this application, is an interesting
tool to apply to services that a6ect the margin market [31].
This in combination with system expansion will in this
case give additional information on “what will happens if
...” a material or energy Kow increase or decrease on the
market. Therefore, the functional unit for construction and
operation primarily is de2ned by a primary system and an
assessment of its potential e6ects on margin markets, which
have as a consequence that the services included in these
systems also have to be de2ned in the functional unit.

3.4. A holistic functional unit with optional entries

Both operation and the construction services included in
an assessment will constitute the actual so-called functional
unit in each LCA applied to construction and operation.
Since the precise goal and scope cannot be generally estab-
lished in a generic LCA methodology it will not be adequate
to select and established a generic functional unit covering
the actual services of interest. Instead it is suggested that all
opportunities, which reasonably can be addressed, for the
functional unit of concern should be listed. This list can then

Heat
Indoor air quality
Int. communication
Cooling
Operation waste
Sanitary facilities
etc

Heavy build. frame
etc

Operation
performance:

Construction
performance :

20 +/- 1 oC
etc

Services:

Functional
outputs:

Functional unit:

Performance requirements:

Fig. 5. Terminology and important parts related to the system deliverables.
Functional unit, functional outputs and performance are terminology found
in ISO 14040.

form a menu of adequate services that together constitutes
the actual functional unit of the studied system (Fig. 5).
The structure and schematic entities of the concept of the

functional unit as described in this article are illustrated in
Fig. 4. The di6erence compared to the ISO 14040 [23,32–
34] series is that the word service is preferred before prod-
uct due to the fact that the word service better covers the
functional output from a building. A more precise de2nition
of the performance requirements valid for a speci2c design
process and the selection of the same based on the func-
tional unit is found convenient to be dealt with by special-
ists, e.g. designers [12]. This indicates that the framework
for the functional unit can be de2ned on a higher level than
the product level by specifying the selected services. If the
purpose is to set up a reference unit then the performance
requirements have to be more measurable and the de2nition
has to be narrower.

3.5. Introduction of characteristics valid for constructions
and operation services

In order to characterise di6erent LCA concepts utilised
for buildings, a number of di6erent building related top-
ics, that can be considered, have to be introduced, see
Table 1. The goal is to 2nd out how far the development
and implementation of LCA for buildings has come so far.
The Topics in Table 1 are based on the authors’ perception
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Table 1
Di6erent topics used to characterise di6erent LCA systems applicable for buildings

Decision supported by Sub groups Topics

Scope Building life-cycle De2nition of the buildings life-cycle phases
phases and status

Assessment of a new building
Assessment of a existing building
Assessment of an activity, i.e. rebuilding,
extension, demolition.

Services coverage Water consumption and use
Waste water system
Heating and cooling system
Ventilation system
Building maintenance, i.e. durability aspects
Plot operation and maintenance
Building related choice versus user-
related impact.

Time dependence (coverage) Average of today’s practice
Time dependence a6ecting LCI
Time dependence a6ecting LCIA

Methodology Inventory Allocation procedure for processes
Handling of material recycling
(i.e. open-loop recycling, boundary
setting between products).
Sunk costs
Scenario modelling
Time dependence
(i.e. data for future processes)
Procedure obtaining speci2c or generic data
Procedure for dealing with data gaps

Impact assessment Indoor air quality, IAQ
Time dependence
Spatial di6erence
Geographical di6erence
Impact categories
Conservation of resources
Valuation methods

of which topics that would be adequate to 2nd in an ideal
LCA concept for buildings, rather than what is expected to
be found. Therefore, Table 1 also reKects which areas that
could be subjects of further research.

4. Today practice based on characterisation of #ve
generic LCA approaches

A questionnaire based on the topics of interest presented
in Table 1 were presented to the originators of the 2ve
tools, i.e. ATHENATM, Envest, Eco-Quantum 3, BEAT
2000, BEES. The results from the questionnaire have been
analysed by the authors and a selection of the results of this
analysis and comments to the results are presented below for
the four principal topic groups: Service coverage, Time de-
pendence (coverage), Inventory related considerations, LC
impact assessment related considerations. In Appendix A
there is a compilation of the 2ve questionnaires.

4.1. Service coverage

4.1.1. De8nition of the assessment context level
If the starting point for an evaluation is the service that

the building or construction satis2es, the building services
related to housing and construction will constitute the
highest assessment context level. In respect to traditional
practising of LCA for building or constructions the physi-
cal building is often the focus in the assessment [12] and
di6erent user-related services are more or less added as
add-on part LCAs. The current LCA practice for building
is related to di6erent facilities which imply to de2ne a
service as heating (connected to the heating system) [24–
26], rather than to de2ne an indoor operative temperature,
which can cover a integrated system manly restricted to
heating, cooling, ventilation and the building design. The
way to describe the service performance has to be decided
by the common praxis on each building market and not
determined by the LCA methodology and is therefore not
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Table 2
Environmental impact assessment level and example of substructure, improvement strategy and other related tools (besides LCA)

Context level Example of substructure Improvement strategy Other related tools

Urban planning Building, communication, Sustainability technology Strategically
recreation etc. facilities. development environmental impact

assessment

Building services Operation and physical Function design LCA, Eco-EIciency
construction

Building constructions Building parts (e.g. Product redesign LCA, Design for
foundation, facade, etc.) environment.

Building elements Building materials and manly
factions (e.g. windows, doors)

Building materials Manly factions (e.g. insulation Cleaner production Environmental impact
material) assessment

discussed in this paper. However, the LCA tools type 2
(see Scope above) have more or less included the follow-
ing building-related services or facilities; water supply,
wastewater handling, heating and cooling system, ventila-
tion system, building maintenance, i.e. durability aspects,
operation waste handling systems, building plot operation
and maintenance. The two exceptions on the list given
above are wastewater handling and building plot operation
and maintenance. Wastewater treatment is only included in
Eco-Quantum and building site operation is not included in
any of the LCA tools. Hence, the building is the starting
point for assessment with the currently analysed tools, the
system boundary settings are given by the physical building.
It can therefore in practice seem adequate not to include the
topics of wastewater handling and building plot operation
and maintenance. Nevertheless, it seems more stringent to,
in the 2rst place, de2ne a generic boundary setting valid
for a functional unit based on the service that the building
is intended to satisfy and then, as a consequence of this,
de2ne what will be accounted for in the system. The sug-
gested generic de2nition of a holistic building service, that
is to be included in the functional unit for a building or
construction service, is (as already mentioned) de2ned as

The activities included here are addressed as all “build-
ing related operations or services”, which means that
the environmental performance of an activity must be
inKuenced by the utilisation of the building or depen-
dent on the design of the building.

On the basis of this holistic building service de2nition it
is obvious that all building functions listed above, except
building plot operation and maintenance, will be covered by
this de2nition. The suggested de2nition could therefore be
regarded as a de facto standard. It is already mentioned that
the transportation of tenants to and from a building or other
facilities is not included in the building service, in relation

to the presented de2nition, since transportation is not re-
lated to the utilisation of the building as such or e6ected by
the design of the construction. Building plot operation and
maintenance can hardly be said be a part of the building and
consequently is not be a6ected by the building design. It can,
however, be noticed that real estate, including building plot
operation and maintenance, is accounted for in the Swedish
Environmental Stressor Pro2le [35]. On the other hand, the
scope of the Swedish Environmental Stressor Pro2le LCA
model is not restricted to the building itself. It takes also ur-
ban planning into account. With other words, it is possible to
constitute a further assessment context level valid for urban
planning. The de2nition valid for building service will then
easily be rearranged by changing the word “building-related
service” with “urban planning-elated service”. Dependent on
the context level, di6erent system boundaries will be valid,
as illustrated in Table 2.

4.1.2. De8nition of the building life-cycle
In respect to reality, rebuilding should to be included

in the “life-cycle thinking” of a building, in one way or
another, if a generic LCA model covering the current sit-
uation shall be the goal. The preferred life-cycle approach
in the software and methodology practises in the investi-
gated type 2 LCA models designed to perform an LCA
are utilised according to a prede2ned linear life-cycle,
typically given on terms of; raw material extraction, manu-
facturing, on-site construction, operation (including main-
tenance) and end-of-life/demolition. A generic approach
valid for rebuilding is not found in any of the investigated
LCA tools/methodologies. It is, however, noticed that the
LCA tools/methodologies are designed to be able to always
handle any building-related activity. This fact is also valid
for rebuilding, why rebuilding as a single activity could
be assessed in the established models. The purpose of a
life-cycle thinking for a single activity will however not
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Initial con-
struction phase

Service life 1… n Rebuilding 1... n

Demolition and
restoration 1… n

Extension 1... n

Potential additional service loop

Fig. 6. General description of a buildings life-cycle including a number
of potential service life, referred to as life time No. 1 to n.

be clear. A life-cycle covering rebuilding, operation and
demolition could ful2l the same purpose as the normative
commonly de2ned “traditional” linear life-cycle thinking
for a “new” building. Since the investigated type 2 LCA
models are using the physical building as the restricting fac-
tor to de2ne the life-cycle, general pre-established life-cycle
durations of 50–75 years are used as default. This method-
ological choice will be adequate if the purpose is to carry
out an assessment on the building context level, but when
the building service is utilised and the object of the assess-
ment, the life time or duration of the service itself should
be utilised to de2ne the starting point and end point of the
life-cycle. Hence, the building service can in one way be
regarded as continuous, i.e. we will always need a place to
live. This implies that the service can be speci2ed in time.
For instance, oIce buildings in central city areas have a
short service life-cycle, frequent rebuilding will take place
(e.g. every 3–6 years). To be able to perform an assessment
of rebuilding, a set of requirements that the building services
should ful2l must be handled in the design phase. An LCA,
performed for the building function, will be in line with
the arguments put forward for a more generic application
of LCA, refereed to as life-cycle management [36]. It must
therefore, be the conclusion that the adoption of building
service as a context level can be a way to handle rebuilding
in a suIcient way, but no such generic applicable LCA
methodologies have been found in the literature.
The sequential life-cycle thinking, described earlier in this

paper, is the way rebuilding can be handled today, i.e. by
just adding another building service life-cycle phase to the
already establish list above (see Fig. 6).

4.2. Time dependence (coverage)

The questionnaire, based on the topics presented above,
reveals that the tools analysed in this paper are utilised to
handle the time dependence and time coverage in some way.
The results of the questionnaire are presented in Appendix A.
The majority of the tools have the possibility to take all the
activities and life-cycle phases, which can be considered,
into account. There seems, however, to be a di6erence in
the interpretation of the concept of time coverage. The time
coverage is linked to activities and life-cycle phases in the
sense that several of the activities and life-cycle phases that

ought to be considered, especially when buildings, construc-
tions and building services are concerned, take place in a
distant future due to the long service lives of buildings, see
Fig. 7.
All of the tools are designed to handle all life-cycle phases

that are of interest based on the intended application. BEES
do not handle the usage phase in the same way as the other
tools due to the fact that it is not intended as a whole building
assessment tool but rather a decision support tool in material
choice situations. A majority of the tools is, according to the
questionnaire, utilised to handle future processes. This can,
however, be questioned for some of the tools when available
methodology reports are consulted. Some of the tools have
the same databases as a source of information and they have
interpreted the time coverage of these databases di6erently.
A general impression is that it is considered that supplying

marginal, average and best-available technology LCI data
satis2es the intention to cover the time dependence of LCA
studies of buildings. This can, however, be insuIcient if
there is no possibility to build scenarios, which consider
technical development that can change the studied system
and the context of the studied system over time. This is
especially important for long-lived products as buildings,
which can have a service life of about 100 years. There is
a signi2cant di6erence in the average environmental load
per year due to, among other things, the anticipated pace of
development in the energy sector towards renewable energy
sources over the long service life of buildings [37]. This
implies that it is not suIcient to only consider best-available
technology at present but also to allow di6erent technology
development scenarios over time.
None of the tools, based on the questionnaires, have the

possibility to take the time dependence of impacts into ac-
count, i.e. LCIA data for the environmental context of future
environmental loads is not included. Further information re-
garding the LCIA methodologies applied in the studied LCA
tools and methodologies is presented in “LC impact assess-
ment related considerations” below.
Both of the above-described time-dependent aspects that

could, and probably should, be addressed by tools designed
for the buildings are dependent on a willingness from the
designers of the tools to make assumptions regarding the
future. Without these assumptions or the possibility for
the user to incorporate their own scenarios, and thus intro-
ducing large uncertainties, these tools will not be able to
take the time dependence of the assessments into account.

4.3. Inventory-related considerations

There are four di6erent approaches towards dealing with
allocation in the case of recycling and in the case of unit
processes that have multiple input and output Kows, and
the allocation problem in general, represented in the stud-
ied tools and methodologies, see Table 3. Three of the
tools have incorporated or proposed a speci2c allocation
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Fig. 7. Di6erent life-cycle phases and their duration and place in time.

Table 3
Characterisation of allocation procedures implemented or recommended in the 2ve studied tools

Allocation Material recycling Future material Multi in or output at Allocation of reuse
procedure valid for (open loop recycling (open loop a unit process. when multiple

recycling) recycling) service live are
included.

ATHENATM CSA procedure (cut-o6) As present Mass Not speci2ed
Envest Economic value As presenta Economic value Not speci2ed
Eco-Quantum 3 Economic value based cut-o6 As presenta Economic value Not speci2ed
BEAT 2000 Users choice Users choice Users choice Not speci2ed
BEES Not speci2ed Not speci2ed Not speci2ed Not speci2ed

aFuture economical values could be utilised but are not implemented in the methodologies/tools.

procedure, in the tool or in the methodological report as-
sociated with the tool, that ought to be used according the
designers of the tools in at least one of the two allocation
situations mentioned above.
Two of the tools have not speci2ed any speci2c proce-

dure. One of the tools has chosen to let the user of the tool
decide how the allocation, if needed, should be performed
and the other tool have not made any comment regarding
allocation, neither in the questionnaire nor in the referred
methodology report. In the BEAT 2000 tool, which has
given the user of the tool the opportunity to choose the type
of allocation that the user 2nds suitable, the recommended
allocation procedure is to use a traditional cut-o6 allocation
in the case of recycling. This is motivated by the long ser-
vice life of buildings and building products and that most
building products are subjects of “low-level recycling”. The
second tool that does not speci2cally specify a preferred al-
location procedure is the BEES tool. It is, however, stated
in the Technical Manual that a majority of the data used is
data from Ecobalance database.
The tools that have speci2ed a speci2c allocation pro-

cedure, i.e. ATHENATM, Eco-Quantum and Envest, have
in two cases, Eco-Quantum and Envest, chosen the same
basis for allocation in both the case of recycling and in the
case of unit processes that have multiple input and output

Kows and the basis is economic value. The Envest tool allo-
cation procedures based on economic value are comprehen-
sively described in the BRE Methodology. The procedures
applied in Eco-Quantum cannot be found in a methodo-
logy report but are brieKy described in the questionnaire and
the multiple input and output Kow allocation is described as
economic allocation and the procedure for recycling is de-
scribed as a cut-o6 based on economically based cut-o6 cri-
teria. The approach to allocation is somewhat di6erent in the
ATHENATM tool. The multiple input and output Kow pro-
cedure is a mass-based allocation, but the allocation on mass
basis is supposed to be applied only when it is not possible
to divide the studied unit process to avoid allocation. Allo-
cation in the case of recycling is also di6erent compared to
the other tools in this survey and the procedure incorporated
is basically in accordance with the Canadian Standards As-
sociation (CSA) guidelines for life-cycle assessment [38].
The procedure is a set of principles that should be applied
in certain situations. The 2rst option is to allocate based on
the actual mass Kows between product #1 and product #2,
which requires that both production system #1 and #2 are
known. If this approach is not feasible three arbitrary meth-
ods are proposed presented in order of complexity. The 2rst
option is to allocate based on the percentage of the two prod-
ucts produced, the second is based on the principle that the
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avoided disposal can be allocated to the product being re-
cycled and the third is based on an even distribution (50/50
allocation).
The use of environmental sunk costs, on the analogy of

economical sunk costs in life-cycle cost assessment (LCC),
as a cut-o6 when performing assessments of buildings and
constructions seems not to be common among the studied
tools. The use of environmental sunk costs could be a fea-
sible approach to handle the problems occurring when as-
sessments of rebuilding is performed, i.e. how the existing
building and its original environmental loads are handled
when the building (during it’s service life) is rebuilt or al-
tered in a way that it can be said that the building enters a
new life-cycle or life time [39] with in the total life-cycle
of the building or service.
Scenario modelling is another topic that, like environmen-

tal sunk costs, is not commonly handled methodologically
in the 2ve studied tools and if it is handled it is mostly a
prede2ned scenario that is applied and which is not user in-
Kuenced. The Envest tool applies “current practice” which,
according to the methodology report [15], is prede2ned sce-
narios for energy, maintenance, transports, etc. and prede-
2ned service lives for di6erent materials and components.
The user of the tool can, however, inKuence the choice of
service life for the assessed building. The tool undergoes
continuous development and a possibility to inKuence the
demolition and disposal scenarios has been incorporated into
the BRE methodology [18].
The questionnaire and the questions regarding data quality

show that there are two approaches represented on how to
collect data and how to handle data gaps. The data used
in the tools is either generic data, in this case typical UK
(Envest), or company speci2c (ATHENATM) or variations
on the theme like the BEES tool that aims at using US
average data or the BEAT 2000 and the Eco-quantum tools
that use both types of data. Data gaps are handled di6erently
in the di6erent tools. Envest uses best estimates to deal with
data gaps; BEAT 2000 recommends data gaps just to be
left as gaps, Eco-quantum does not recommend any speci2c
action while ATHENATM and BEES handles known data
gaps by collecting more data to 2ll known data gaps. The
data gaps in ATHENATM and BEES are probably left as
gaps until the new data is collected, i.e. generic data is not
used to temporarily 2ll the gaps.

4.4. LC impact assessment-related considerations

An attempt to de2ne and establish the current best avail-
able practice concerning characterisation factors was the
objective of the recently 2nished SETAC project, the SE-
TAC working group on life-cycle impact assessment. The
resulting document of the project is not jet published. An
older version is available [40], which discusses general is-
sues valid for impact assessment in LCA. Regarding impact
assessment, speci2c questions valid for buildings have been

investigated in the evaluated methods, namely handling of
the following issues:

• resource depletion and di6erent impact categories;
• site speci2c or site-dependant data including spatial dif-
ference;

• time dependence for characterisation factors, e.g. back-
ground conditions such as a concentration of NOx; VOC a
signi2cant substance valid for the characterisation model
for photochemical ozone formation;

• indoor air quality;
• valuation/weighting method.

The impact categories included regarding di6erent impact
categories and resource depletion in the di6erent LCA mod-
els investigated, are summarised in Table 4.
It is noticed that the building indoor air is not taken

into account in LCA in general. This conclusion is
also valid for European risk assessment software EU-
SES [44], and consequently not included in its im-
plementation in LCA as suggested by CML called
EUSES LCA [45]. Among the studied tools/methods
only BEES has included indoor air quality in the im-
pact assessment as an impact category, but it is stated
that there is little scienti2c consensus about the rel-
ative contribution of di6erent emissions to indoor air
performance. The magnitude of impact on the indoor
air quality is, in the absence of equivalence factors,
measured as the total of the VOCs emitted by a
product [21].
The development of site speci2c or site deponent charac-

terisation factor is still under development in LCA in gen-
eral and is so far not adopted in any of the investigated LCA
models for buildings. Hence, buildings are long lived and
the environmental impact occurs to a great extent during the
usage phase. It implies that there is a possibility to take dif-
ferent parameters that a6ect the categorisation factors into
account. This is of course only valid for such characterisa-
tion models that are “e6ect oriented” and not based on in-
herent properties. In relation to site-dependence, it can be
argued that to capture the changing of di6erent background
conditions over time, and which are a6ecting characterisa-
tion factors, is more diIcult in LCIA than to capture the
inKuence of site-dependent parameters [46]. All of the stud-
ied LCA models include a valuation method that is brieKy
described in Table 5.
Since the use of valuation methods is restricted in ISO

14042 [34], it should be acceptable for the end user of
the system and software to receive a recommendation re-
garding what this kind of aggregated data could be and/or
could not be used for. This information is, however, lack-
ing in the methodology reports for the tools: ATHENATM,
Envest, BEAT 2000, Eco-Quantum but is mentioned in
the BEES 2.0 Technical Manual. We assume that this
is also the case for the related software, i.e. there are
no comments in the tool regarding the use of the results
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Table 4
Implemented impact categories or category indicators in 2ve LCA building methodologies. Di6erent non-endpoint oriented impact categories or category
indicators such as embodied energy, waste, transport, etc. have been left out

Characterisation Resource depletion Climate change, Human and Bio diversity
factors in acidi2cation, ecological toxicity

photochemical ozone
formation, stratospheric
ozone depletion

ATHENA 1.2 Yes, via recycling Only climate change Water and air Yes, “ecological
Scenarios included toxicity (in carrying capacity”a

development)

Envest Classi2ed and Mainly CML 92b CML 92 No
Characterised for
fossil fuel
depletion and
minerals used

Eco-Quantum 3 Yes, CML 92b CML 92 CML 92 No
BEAT 2000 UMIPc UMIP UMIP No
BEES 2.0 Yesd Yesd Yes, including No

indoor air qualityd

aRef. [41].
bRef. [42].
cRef. [43].
dRef. [43].

Table 5
Characterisation of normalisation or valuation method in r 2ve LCA building methodologies

Implemented Normalisation Normalisation Valuation Value choice Background
characterisation available? basis available? information
factors in available

on valuation

ATHENA 1.2 No — Yes, but only for Expert panel, based on [41,47]
resource use environmental issues
(“weighted resource use”)

Envest Yes, one UK citizen Yes, “Ecopoints” Expert panel, based on [19]
environmental
economical and
and social issues.

Eco-Quantum 3 Yes, one A reference No Not available
building

BEAT 2000 Yes, one Average world Yes, the EDIP Political goals and a time [43]
citizen method reference to scarcity for

resources

BEES 2.0 No — Yes, one Panel verbal importance [21]
valuation method ranking using the
including two AHP-method, concerning
optional or environment current
mixed time and/or future
perspectives consequences

generated with the tool, except for Envest that have informa-
tion regarding use of the results in the help function of the
tool, when it is used for executing assessments of di6erent
kind.

5. Conclusions and discussion

The following conclusions and discussion are based on
the considerations valid for a generic LCA methodology for
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buildings, which are identi2ed and presented in this article.
Today’s practice for di6erent, on the market available, LCA
tools is then investigated and further evaluated in relation
to a number of issues valid for LCA methodology applied
on buildings (see Table 1). The main conclusions from this
work are that:

• The building controlled utility services level is identi2ed
to constitute the highest level of complexity valid for LCA
applications for buildings.

• The other abstraction levels valid for buildings can then
be derived as a subset from the building service level.
The other complexity levels are the building construction
level, the building element level and building material
level.

• A potential user guidance for methodology and value
choices (in the goal and scope de2nition) can be estab-
lished for a Kexible LCA methodology applied on build-
ings if methodology choices are available as a menu. The
menu allows optional entries that are decided by the end
user’s value choices and actual scope in each case study.

• The issues high lighted in Table 1 can be used as basis for
a menu as the previously proposed. This menu can then
guide the LCA practitioner to make the correct choices,
i.e. by putting forward leading questions in a dialogue
using the technique from knowledge-based systems.

• Another component that could be necessary to establish
a Kexible LCA methodology covering di6erent life-cycle
approaches is the concept of sequential life-cycle think-
ing. Depending on the actual boundary conditions it is
then possible to add up the suIcient life-cycle phases
corresponding to the goal and scope de2nition.

• According to the today’s practice on LCA methodo-
logy for buildings (in accordance with the 2ve evaluated
LCA methods) time dependence and scenario handling
are portly handled, which implies that further develop-
ment is needed in this 2eld if the building service life
shall be adequately assessed.

5.1. Building abstraction level

A building is preferably de2ned based on physical build-
ing properties according to the SETAC report “LCA in
building and construction” [12]. With this preference it is ad-
equate to use di6erent physical building properties to de2ne
the functional unit, which is the common approach among
the 2ve evaluated tools. This interpretation and approach
to assessment of buildings is correct if the actual building
controlled utility services are not included in the scope of
the LCA. If this is the case, the building related functions
in a user perspective, and its properties, must be included
and considered by the functional unit, see Fig. 4. The con-
clusion, that the service level is identi2ed to constitute the
highest level of complexity valid for LCA applications for
buildings, will signi2cantly change the building context ab-
straction level with the purpose to use the building service

BuildingInput Services

Environmental consequences in an  
life cycle perspective

Stressors:
Emissions
Land use

Incomplete inventory:
Refined resource
Residue to treatment

Resource use :
Natural resource
Recycled material

Raw material
Energy
Land

Heating
Cooling
Indoor air quality
Waste water
Water supply
Waste facilities
Building standardBuilding properties

Fig. 8. Two di6erent con2guration alternatives representing the building
context (de2ned in the functional unit), refereed to as the two focus zones;
the physical building structure versus building controlled utility services.

to de2ne the functional unit, rather than the physical build-
ing itself. The functional output of a building de2ned as a
service can be regarded as continues and the service must
thus be speci2ed in time. Altogether this improvement of
the application of LCA (assessment of services) has to be
further developed, but it covers, in a more accurate way,
the actually market demand valid for buildings. This implies
to two di6erent con2guration alternatives representing the
building context and where none of them, by de2nition, is
more correct than the other, but the choice is dependent on
what is asked for in the goal and scope de2nition and thus
only one correct choice remains. The two di6erent con2gu-
ration alternatives representing the building context are the
physical building structure versus building controlled util-
ity services. The meaning of building controlled utility ser-
vices takes into account the (here found and identi2ed) over
all de facto de2nition of building service, that states that a
building related activity included must be inKuenced by the
utilisation of the building or dependent on the design of the
building.
One way to illustrate the two di6erent applications is to

compare the functional unit for a building. One part of the
functional unit of a building could be the building property:
energy supply need speci2ed according to the transmission
loss method, e.g. 150 kWh=m2, see Fig. 4. This building
property is measurable and just like an U -value not depen-
dent on e.g. the indoor temperature and cumulated yearly re-
quired degree hours. Following the actual tenants behaviours
do not inKuence the LCA result, which prove that this speci-
2cation is valid to be utilised for a functional unit de2nition
for a buildings in terms of the physical building context.
However, if the building context level takes the tenants into
account, di6erent building services are the zone of focus,
see Fig. 8. In this example, the building heating could be
speci2ed as an operative temperature. To obtain and assess
a required operative temperature the tenants, building mate-
rial properties, buildings structure heating and cooling sys-
tem, etc. a6ect the 2nal result. On this building context level
it will not be adequate to separate building related versus
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user-related environmental impact, as they both constitute
the building context level. This problem is most valid if the
more narrowly de2ned applications of LCA on buildings,
where the zone of focus is aimed at the physical building
structure [48]. Consequently, if a building is assessed on a
physical building context level the studied system can appear
as a static system, but if the very same system is assessed
from the building controlled utility services the system will
clearly turn out as dynamic system.

5.2. User guidance for methodology and value choices

It is up to the 2nal LCA user to decide what consid-
eration that should be accounted for to reKect the enti-
ties of the object-oriented system. This is achieved by
an inventory of the environmental considerations that
the end user provides by expressing the type of deci-
sion support that the LCA is supposed to deliver. This
will guide the LCA-practitioner regarding what must
be included in the LCA to satisfy the end users needs
and thus be reKected in the functional unit. Based on
the general assumption that all construction projects are
unique and that LCAs performed with the proposed
de2nition of the functional unit is based on the ser-
vices that the construction is supposed to satisfy makes
each LCA study unique and consequently not directly
comparable.
The list of topics that the questionnaire was based on

can be considered as a part of the results of this paper.
The list given in Table 1 can be regarded as a menu
and can be of help as a checklist to be able to identify
the issues that are appropriate to consider to include and
consequently to look for when choosing a methodolog-
ical approach when performing an LCA in the context
of buildings. A potential user guidance for methodology
and value choices (in the scope and goal de2nition) can
be establish for a Kexible LCA methodology applied on
buildings if methodology choices are regarding such a
menu. The menu approach allows optional entries that
are decided by the end user’s value choices and actual
scope in each case study. Issues highlighted in Table 1
can be used as basic start for such a menu. This devel-
oped menu can then guide the LCA practitioner to make
the correct choices, i.e. by put forward leading questions
in a dialogue using the technique from knowledge-based
systems.
The concept of sequential life-cycle thinking is introduced

to allow the practitioner to add the life-cycle phases that are
found convenient and necessary in respect to the goal and
scope de2nition in the particular case study. The sequential
life-cycle of a physical construction can be divided in dif-
ferent activities such as construction, rebuilding, extension,
operation and “end-of-life scenarios” e.g. including demo-
lition and material recycling, while operation can more or
less be compared to a continuous process.

The primary system is de2ned by the services that
are included and considered in each LCA case study
and according to LCA terminology services will be in-
cluded in the functional unit. The analysed systems for
both the physical construction and operation include re-
lated up and down stream activities. When housing, of-
2ces, service buildings, etc. are considered, it will be
hard to make a sharp distinction between which envi-
ronmental impacts that originate in the characteristics
of the analysed building and which originate in the be-
haviour of the users of the building. This kind of as-
pects is possible to take into account if the functional
unit is based on the service of housing rather than the
building itself, or more generally speaking, based on
operation.

5.3. Time dependence and scenario handling

The topic of scenario modelling seems not to be
a prioritised area of concern among the 2ve stud-
ied tools/methodologies, but if it is assumed that util-
ity services are the starting point of our assessment
and the function that is to be described consequently
is a part of a dynamic system, then will the demand
of and the requirement on the scenarios deployed be
more extensive than in the case of a apparently static
system based on the physical building. Scenario mod-
elling can include one or more of the topics: replace-
ment rate of various materials and products, service
life de2nition and estimation, risk of substitution or
changes in the demand for the provided service, es-
timation of sunk costs, etc. All parts of the scenario
modelling have to be in relation to the over arching
goal of maintaining the services that the studied sys-
tem provides and not only be related to the physical
building.
There are some obstacles to overcome in the strive

towards adapting a more dynamic approach to assess-
ments of objects of the building sector and which can
be identi2ed by comparing today’s practice, as it ap-
pears in the 2ve studied tool, with the proposed ap-
proach. For example, economically based cut-o6 criteria
are not consistent with a desire of using environmen-
tal sunk costs as the economic cut-o6 usually is based
on a zero value point in the life-cycle of the build-
ing/service, which will not occur if it is assumed that
there is a economical sunk cost that can be assigned
to the studied object. The problem can in this case be
that the zero value point can only be found in the end
of the complete service life, i.e. when the decision of
demolition is taken. This even though the object still
theoretically can be assigned a value that is based on
the value of the in the construction incorporated materi-
als and components and not the value of the aggregated
materials and components, i.e. the construction/building.
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Table 6

Topic/question ATHENA Envest Eco-Quantum 3 BEAT 2000 BEES

Are a 2x number of
√

Extraction,
√

(Built in)
√

The total chain
√

Construction,
√

Raw materials
buildings life-cycle manufacturing, on- is part of the maintenance, acquisition,
phases de2ned? site construction, determination operation and manufacturing,

occupancy and method divided in three demolition transportation, use,
end of life phases: production, end of life

use and waste
handling

Is assessment of
√

Either at a
√ √ √

(
√
) Building

new buildings conceptual stage or PRODUCTS, not
included? from architectural entire buildings

and structural
drawings

Is assessment of an
√

Building is (
√
) Can be used × × BEAT 2000 can (

√
) Building

existing building reverse engineered for that purpose be used for PRODUCTS, not
included? from drawings assessment of both entire buildings

new and existing
buildings, but no
examples of
existing buildings
are included

Is assessment of an
√

All results can × Not explicitly,
√ × See above (

√
) Building

activity, i.e. be viewed by life- could be PRODUCTS, not
rebuilding, cycle stage entire buildings
extension,
demolition
included?

Are the following All the below-mentioned
services included services can be
and brieKy how? included, but at

present some are
left out due to
missing data

Water supply × √
Benchmark-

√
All e6ects: × × BEES only

econ 19 guide LCA data covers products, not
entire buildings and
its systems

Wastewater × × √
All e6ects: × ×

handling system LCA data

Heating and Cooling
√

User must enter
√

Benchmark-
√

Dutch EPC
√

Energy use and ×
system energy use and type econ 19 guide calculation method emissions

from external all LCA e6ects
energy simulation
programme

Ventilation system
√

Benchmark-
√

Idem
√

Energy use and ×
econ 19 guide emission

Building
√

Preset defaults
√

Defaults inbuilt
√

Periodic
√

Replacement of
√

Product repairs
maintenance, i.e. are called upon to maintenance all materials or and replacements
durability aspects replace various e6ects building elements over a 50-year use

building elements with a lifetime phase are included
over the building’s shorter than the in both the LCA and
stipulated life building the life-cycle

costing evaluation
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Table 6 (continued)

Topic/question ATHENA Envest Eco-Quantum 3 BEAT 2000 BEES

Operation waste × × √
Only data of × ×

handling systems current situation and
waste scenarios

Plot operation and × ? ? × × Not sure what
maintenancea you mean by this

question

It is possible to
√

Occupancy
√

Operational and
√

? Not sure what
separate between e6ects are embodied are you mean by this
building-related separately reported separate question
choice versus user from the embodied
related impact? e6ects of the

building

Is today’s practice ?
√ √ √

utilised for LCI and
LCIA data for all
activities in the
building scenario?
If no, answer the
two following
questions

Is time dependence
√

LCI database ×
a6ecting LCI supports various
included (i.e. technologies
additional data for
future processes)?

Time dependence × ×
a6ecting LCIA. Is
time dependence
a6ecting LCIA
included (i.e.
additional data for
future
environmental
context i.e.
increased Nox
concentration
concerning
photochemical
ozone formation)?

Describe allocation Mass basis. We See BRE Economic The tool does not BEES 2.0 Technical
procedure for a attempt to break environmental allocation method perform allocations— Manual Sections
process apart individual unit pro2les this is done by the 2.1.1. and 2.1.2

processes or methodology user who enters the
machine centres to data—e.g.
minimize the use of combined electricity
allocation and district heating

production is not
entered as one
process, but as two
separate processes,
where the user
performs the
allocation ones and
for all
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Table 6 (continued)

Topic/question ATHENA Envest Eco-Quantum 3 BEAT 2000 BEES

Describe allocation See Section 5.5 of See BRE Input and output cut Again individual, BEES 2.0 Technical
procedure for attached protocol environmental by economic but usually (because Manual Sections
handling of material for steel recycling pro2les allocation rules of the very long 2.1.1 and 2.1.2
recycling (i.e. open methodology lifetime of
loop recycling, buildings, and
boundary setting because reuse is
between products) often “low-level-

reuse” i.e. bricks
crushed and used as
sand/stone) all
environmental
impacts from the
production of a
material is allocated
to the 2rst user.

Is environmental × ? × ? BEES 2.0 Technical
sunk costs (compare Manual Sections
with LCC) allowed 2.1.1 and 2.1.2
as cut o6b

Describe procedure ? Current practice ? A limited number of
for scenario- parameters may be
modellingc set by user

Specify procedure Generally we do not Generic only
√
=× Both Most of the building BEES 2.0 Technical

obtaining or choice use secondary LCI generic and materials used in the Manual Section
for speci2c or information. All company speci2c Danish building 2.1.2
generic LCI data LCIs are completed LCA pro2les are industry is produced

by industry experts available in Denmark. In
using our LCI these cases we
protocol in tandem (SBI) have collected
with direct industry product speci2c
participation data from most the

actual producers.
For other products
data from literature
are used

Specify procedure Best estimates × They are simply left BEES 2.0 Technical
for dealing with out Manual Section
data gaps 2.1.2

Are the following
topics included and
how?c

Indoor air quality, × × × × √
BEES 2.0

IAQ Technical Manual
Section 2.1.3

Time dependence
√

Building life × × × × Not sure what
span dictates you mean by this
replacement and question
maintenance
scenarios

Spatial di6erence × × × × × Not sure what
You mean by this
question
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Table 6 (continued)

Topic/question ATHENA Envest Eco-Quantum 3 BEAT 2000 BEES

Geographical
√

All LCIs
√

UK average × × × US average
di6erence reKect regional data based on

technology appropriate
di6erences, transport distances,
electricity grids and mode, grid mix, etc.
transportation
modes and
distances

Impact categories
√

Use six impact
√
, some CML

√
CML 11 ?

√
BEES 2.0

indicators primarily and some BRE Technical Manual
characterization Section 2.1.3
with some valuation
measures

Conservation of
√

Via recycling × √ √
Consumption of

√
BEES 2.0

resources modeling non-renewable Technical Manual
resources are Section 2.1.3
included in the
environmental
pro2le

Valuation
√

Valuation
√

Ecopoints (BRE
√

To 4 and 1
√

UMIP-method
√

BEES 2.0
methods scenario used to Digest 446) score (it is not “hard Technical Manuarl

compare and coded” into the tool Section 2.1.4
contrast the impacts (and can therefore
of extracting be changed by the
disparate resources user))

aThe topic of real estate maintenance seems to be a topic that is not commonly handled by LCA tools for the construction sector according to the
questionnaire. The case could, however, be that real-estate maintenance is not the proper designation for the activities of gardening, maintenance of roads
and walkways, playgrounds, patios, etc. We have, therefore, excluded the topic of real estate maintenance from the result presentation.

bThe question is in this case if it is possible to assign the object under studied a environmental sunk cost (residual environmental value) that can be
subtracted from total environmental cost obtained in the assessment in analogy with life-cycle cost methodology. The use of environmental sunk cost
(residual environmental value) as a cut-o6 could be a feasible way of avoiding the problem of allocation between di6erent phases of a constructions
total life-cycle.

cProcedures for scenario modelling seem not to be commonly incorporated in the studied LCA tools, or it might be the case that scenario modelling is
not a procedure that should be included in an LCA tool. Instead it might be more feasible to ask if the tools are utilised to give the user the possibility
to change the parameters that are associated with life-cycle scenarios, replacement rate of various materials and products, service life de2nition and
estimation, risk of substitution or changes in the demand for the provided service, estimation of sunk costs, etc.

This reasoning leads to the identi2cation of another
diIculty i.e. the choice of basis for the estimation of the
service life of the di6erent entities that constitute the service
providing system (e.g. economic or technical service life)
and the choice has to be based on a wider perspective in-
cluding other decision supporting information as e.g. LCC
studies.

Appendix A.

This is a compilation of the results of the questionnaires
based on the topics in Table 1 and which where sent to
representatives for the 2ve tools. In the Table below,

√
represents a positive answer, i.e. the topic is handled by the
tool, and × represents a negative answer, i.e. the tool does
not handle the topic (Table 6).
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